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Prostate cancer is the most common cancer amongst men, and one of its

treatments in the localized stage is radical prostatectomy (RP). This technique

achieves a high success rate regarding oncological results, but one of its main

drawbacks are sexual disorders, especially erectile dysfunction, ranging from

14-90% of the cases. Therefore, surgery advancements in the last decade have

been focused on minimizing the impact on patient’s functioning. Now is time

for a step forward in the recovery of functional outcomes after RP.

Bioengineering solutions such as stem-cell therapy and tissue engineering

hold great opportunities for the treatment of all tissues and organs

dysfunctions, which may help in neuroprotection and neuro-regeneration.

Specifically, the use of Dehydrated human amnion/chorion membrane

(dHACM) allografts and chitosan membranes (ChiMe) aims at reconstructing

damaged neurovascular plexuses of the urogenital system to support erectile
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function recovery. Some research is being done on this topic, and

promising results are emerging.
KEYWORDS

erectile dysfunction, sexual potency, radical prostatectomy, neurovascular
regeneration, tissue engineering, stem cell therapy
Introduction

Prostate cancer (PCa) is one of the most common malignant

tumors in theworld, the second leading cause of cancer deaths in the

United States, where the number of new cases and deaths in 2022 is

estimated at 268,490 and 34500, respectively (1). According to the

guidelines, radical prostatectomy (RP) in patients with localized PCa

is one of the most recommended therapeutic approaches (2, 3).

Despite the high success rate regarding oncological results, and even

though nerve-sparing is performed, postoperative erectile

dysfunction (ED) is one of its most common adverse effects (4). It

ranges 14-90% of the cases, depending on the surgical approach and

experience: 70.4% after robot-assisted laparoscopic prostatectomy

and 74.7% after retropubic RP (adjusted OR 0.81; 95%CI 0.66-0.98)

in a prospective, controlled, nonrandomized trial (5).

Post-radical prostatectomy erectile dysfunction (post-RP

ED) can have a devastating effect on men’s quality of life due

to the feelings of lost self-esteem, manliness, and negative change

to self-image (6). The conjunction of the negative psychological

aspect, with the increasing proportion of young men undergoing

RP thanks to the higher detection rate of PCa, has focused the

attention on the importance of postoperative erectile recovery.

Nowadays, recovery of erectile function can occur only through

a rehabilitation process that prevents fibrosis and end-organ

damage while the nerves and vasculature attempt to recover.

However, clear guidelines for penile rehabilitation after RP are

not easily provided based on current randomized clinical trials

(7). In addition, while approaches for peripheral nerve repair

have improved over the last few decades, functional recovery is

usually incomplete. As a result, much attention has been given

by researchers and clinicians to cell-based therapies and tissue

engineering (8–11).

Our objective is to perform a narrative review about the

current status of tissue engineering for neurovascular bundles

(NVB) regeneration after RP.
Evidence acquisition

In February 2022 a computerized literature search of papers

published up to February 2022 was performed on different
02
electronic databases including PubMed, the Cochrane Library,

Embase, and Web of Science to identify original articles and

reviews. Although it was a narrative review, the literature search

and the study selection were performed according to the

Preferred reporting items for Systematic reviews and Meta-

analyses (PriSMa) criteria and the Population, intervention,

comparator, outcomes (PICO) methodology (12, 13).

Population consisted of patients with ED after RP (P).

Treatments of interest were both stem-cell therapy and tissue

engineering (I). We considered eligible single or multiple arms

studies, so no comparator was mandatory (C). Main outcomes of

interest were the erectile function recovery after RP with new

therapies, Stem-Cell and Tissue Engineering (O).
Studies identification

2328 articles using the terms “erectile dysfunction” AND

“prostatectomy” were found. Out of them, 522 were reviews and

systematic reviews. With the terms “neurovascular regeneration”

AND “erectile dysfunction” AND “prostatectomy” 34 articles

were found, 29 original articles and 5 reviews. The consistency of

this revision is affected by the inherent lack of robust evidence

in urology.
Screening

After duplicates were removed, 1745 articles were screened

by title and abstract. Out of them, 158 full-text articles were

assessed for eligibility.
Eligibility

The selection criteria were a) Reviews and original articles,

b) Studies about NV regeneration for ED after RP. Exclusion

criteria were a) Non-English/Spanish literature, b) Preclinical

studies, editorials, comments, letters, c) Studies about non-post

RP ED and tissue engineering not applied after RP, d) Studies

published before 2000 as they were not enough updated to

our purpose.
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Study analysis

After applying the above eligibility criteria, 27 studies about

erectile dysfunction and prostatectomy were selected and 11

regarding neurovascular regeneration and erectile dysfunction

after radical prostatectomy. In total, 38 articles with the highest

level of relevance to the discussed topics were selected with the

consensus of the authors. A narrative review from the selected

studies was conducted. Figure 1 shows the PRISMA flow

diagram used for the screening process.
Erectile dysfunction management
after radical prostatectomy

Over recent decades, knowledge of peri-prostatic anatomical

structures has increased in unison with the development of the

RP surgical technique. Nevertheless, even in the case of

meticulous preservation of the peri-prostatic NVBs, a period

of convalescence characterized by unrecovered potency remains

(5). Such a delay in potency recovery is probably due to the

surgical trauma to the anatomical structures and inflammatory

responses from the traction of the NVBs (4).

Still knowing the inherent ED problem related to RP, there is

no consensus about its best management. Current therapeutic

approaches include:
Oral medications

Type-5 phosphodiesterase (PDE5) inhibitors have been

tested in managing ED and has been proven that its

mechanism of action is related to the potency dysfunction

etiology. After RP, neurologic injury occurs, and penile
Frontiers in Urology 03
hypoxia and fibrosis lead to the absence of spontaneous

nocturnal erections, which decreases the release of nitric oxide

(14, 15), which leads to a drop in the amount of available cyclic

guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) (16, 17). PDE5 inhibitors

inhibit the mentioned enzyme, which metabolizes cGMP, and

this results in an increase in cGMP levels (16), which coupled

with nitric oxide induces corporal smooth muscle relaxation,

and this leads to subsequent erection by allowing blood flow to

the penis (18).
Intracavernosal medications and
intraurethral suppositories

Medications such as prostaglandin E1 (PGE1) are a

reasonable first-line ED therapy administered through penile

corpora or urethra. Compared to the intraurethral mode, the

intracavernosal administration has demonstrated to be more

effective in restoring penile blood flow and erectile function.

However, the side effects such as penile pain along with the risk

of urethral infections and hematoma reduce the acceptance of

therapy and lead to high discontinuation rates (19). In contrast,

the available data for intraurethral suppositories point to its

positive effects through be regularly used after nerve-sparing RP

(NSRP) (20).
Vacuum erection devices (VEDs)

A manually created negative pressure gradient draws blood

into the corporal bodies to provoke an erection. However, many

clinicians dismiss this option, since it has been shown that the

erection provoked by VEDs consists of 5% arterial blood and

42% venous blood with a SaO2 of 76% which makes it
FIGURE 1

PRISMA flow diagram of the screening process.
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questionable whether this erection will provide sufficient oxygen

saturation of the corporal tissue to prevent future fibrosis (21).
Penile prosthesis implantation

This is an invasive surgical approach, limited for patients

with end-stage ED following RP (22). According to studies,

although patients and partners are usually satisfied with the

device, only 54% of them would recommend surgical treatment

with no reservations (23).
Low-intensity extracorporeal shock wave
therapy (Li-ESWT)

It is still considered investigational (24) and has been mainly

studied in vasculogenic ED (25). After RP there is little evidence

supporting its use. In 2021 a randomized clinical trial was

published demonstrating a slight increase in mean IIEF-5 in

men treated with Li-ESWT vs. placebo, but with a doubtful

impact on sexual effect (26).

Despite the advancements in the surgical technique and ED

management after RP, we do not observe a significant change in

sexual function recovery (27). Consequently, additional

strategies are required to improve sexual potency outcomes (28).
Stem-cell therapy FOR neurogenic
regeneration after radical
prostatectomy

Stem cells could promote the regeneration of the nerve axons

either directly, through the local action of the neurotrophic and

neurotropic biomolecules of their secretome, or indirectly, by

stimulating the systemic secretion of neuroregenerative factors.

Furthermore, stem cells have a strong modulatory action on the

inflammatory processes, moderating pro-inflammatory and

intensifying anti-inflammatory cytokines, for example, by

decreasing lymphotoxin TNF-a, interferon gamma INF-g and
Frontiers in Urology 04
interleukin IL-12, while increasing interleukins IL-4 and IL-10.

In this context, stem cell therapy (SCT) has shown a positive

effect on ED in both animal and human studies. However, the

numbers of clinical trials investigating SCT on humans with ED

after RP are minimal (29, 30).

Haahr et al. (31) performed a 6-month follow-up phase I

study assessing treatment with autologous adipose-derived

regenerative cells (ADRCs) administered by an intracavernous

injection in 17 men with post-RP ED. Eight of them reported

erectile response adequate for sexual intercourse. The same

authors reported a 12-month follow-up study (32), showing

no serious adverse effects after 12 months, IIEF-5 scores

increased at 6 months, and this was sustained after 12 months.

This improvement was observed in patients who had a normal

pre-operative erectile function and were continent at inclusion

(32). Yiou et al., reported the safety and effect of bone marrow-

derived mononuclear cells (BM-MNCs) in 12 post-RP patients

with vasculogenic ED (33). Significant improvements in

intercourse satisfaction and erectile function domains of IIEF-

15 and EHS were noted at 6 months follow-up, and clinical

benefit was sustained after one year. Furthermore, the same

authors collected a longer-term follow-up (mean, 62.1 months)

data set showed a lack of adverse events and slightly decreased

erectile function score compared with data acquired at the 12-

month time point (34). Table 1 summarizes the results of

these studies.
Tissue engineering for
neurovascular bundles regeneration
after radical prostatectomy

In the last few years, the attention on ED management after

RP has been redirected from cell-based therapies applied on men

with ED not responding to standard therapies, to tissue

engineering applied during the surgery to help regenerate the

neurovascular plexus with the intention of accelerating potency

recovery and preventing the appearance of an established post-

RP ED.
TABLE 1 Results of clinical trials of intracavernous injection of stem cells in patients with post-radical prostatectomy erectile dysfunction.

Reference Post-RP
patients

Type of
cells

Evaluation
tools

Follow-up
(months)

Outcomes - Adverse Effects (AE)

Haahr et al.
(31)

17 ADRCs IEF-15, EHS 6 No serious AE. 47% of patients in continent group reported improved
erectile function

Haahr et al.
(32)

17 ADRCs IEF-15, EHS 12 The same patients reported a maintained potency after 12 months

Yiou et al.
(33)

12 BM-MNCs IEF-15, EHS
Doppler US

6 No serious AE. Significant improvement of IIEF-15 and EHS

Yiou et al.
(34)

12 BM-MNCs IEF-15, EHS
Doppler US

12 Improvement of IIEF-15 and EHS maintained 12 months
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Tissue Engineering holds excellent opportunities for the

treatment of all tissues and organs dysfunctions, including

acute injuries, heart failure, stroke, diabetes, cancer, and

neurodegenerative diseases (35–39). Bioprinting technologies

are opening the way to obtain additional biomaterial formats

and tissue architectures (40).

Reconstructing damaged neurovascular plexuses of the

urogenital system is a complex biological process, which

implies the combined regeneration of neural and vascular

tissue (37). This investigational field is still in an early stage

and needs time to develop. However, there is already evidence

supporting the use of different biomaterials to promote

neurovascular regeneration after RP. All of them have in

common the use of tissue engineering scaffolds that are

biocompatible, non-toxic, biodegradable, permeable, and

noninflammatory (41). In addition, they all should prevent

fibrous scar tissue invasion but allow local revascularization to

improve nutrient and oxygen supply (42), meaning that

an appropriate biomaterial selection is fundamental to a

positive clinical outcome. Promising approaches consider the

development of structured biomimetic devices mimicking

the physical, biological and biomolecular characteristics of the

nerves, with differentiated biomolecular environments, each

dedicated to a specific modality of nerve fibers (43–45).

Dehydrated human amnion/chorion membrane (dHACM)

allografts and chitosan membranes (ChiMe) have been

employed in several studies:

Patel et al. (46) conducted a propensity score–matched

analysis on 58 patients aimed to evaluate if the use of a

dHACM allograft wrapped around the NVBs during robot-

assisted RP (RARP) can accelerate the return to normal

functioning. All the patients were preoperatively potent and
Frontiers in Urology 05
underwent a full NSRP. After a minimum follow-up of 8 weeks,

the authors concluded that the application of dHACM in

patients accelerates the recovery of potency and continence

without an increase on operative time or blood loss compared

to patients who did not receive the membranes. No post-RARP

rehabilitation protocol is described in this study. A couple of

years later, this group also stated that this faster return to

potency occurs regardless of the degree of the NVBs

preservation after a penile rehabilitation program, and those

younger patients (<55 years of age) had the highest overall

advantage if they received the graft. Furthermore, they also

showed that dHACM placement at the prostatic NVB did not

increase the risk of biochemical recurrence (47). Finally, they

have recently published the medium-term outcomes with a

minimum follow up of 12 months (48), and although patients

were selected following different inclusion and exclusion criteria,

they showed that dHACM allowed for the return of potency at

an average time of 3 months, with an overall shorter period for

continence recovery and 10% of biochemical recurrence, similar

to the early oncological results reported in the literature (49). In

this case, no specific post-RARP rehabilitation protocol is

described. Similarly, Razdan et al. (50) matched 1400 patients

undergoing full bilateral NSRP by a single surgeon, wherein 700

patients had dHACM allograft wrapped around the NVB, and

700 did not, with a retrospective follow-up of 1 year. Patients

were initiated on a penile rehabilitation program, wherein they

received a PDE-5 inhibitor every night (Tadalafil 5 mg) starting

3 weeks after surgery and a vacuum erection device or alprostadil

injection/urethral suppository twice a week starting 4 weeks after

surgery for the duration of the study. Patients with dHACM

were 3.86 times (95% CI 2.43–6.13) more likely to achieve

potency in the same period when compared with the control
TABLE 2 Results of clinical trials of dehydrated human amnion/chorion membrane (dHACM) allografts and chitosan membranes (ChiMe) wrapped
around the NVBs during robot-assisted RP.

Reference Patients Nr Study design Material Follow- up Outcomes

Patel et al. (46) 58 All received dHACM dHACM 8 weeks dHACM accelerates the recovery of potency and
continence

Ogaya et al. (47) 940 2 groups:
235 dHACM

705 no dHACM

dHACM 12 months Faster return to potency regardless of the degree of the
NS. dHACM did not increase the risk of biochemical
recurrence (BR)

Noël et al. (48) 599 All received dHACM dHACM 12 months Medium-term outcomes: return of potency at 3 months,
shorter period for continence recovery and 10% of BR

Razdan et al. (50) 1400 2 groups:
700 dHACM

700 no dHACM

dHACM 12 months Earlier and overall higher probability of satisfactory
potency at 1 year after RP

Barski et al. (51) 328 (planned) Randomized 1:1 dHACM -
no dHACM

dHACM Recruiting To determine efficacy and safety

Porpiglia et al. (53) 140 All received ChiMe ChiMe 6 months Feasible and safe application of ChiMe on the NVBs.
Trend towards faster recovery of erectile function

Porpiglia et al. (54) 470 136 Chime; compared with a
retrospective cohort of 334 no

ChiMe patients

ChiMe 12 months Higher potency recovery rate at 1 and 2 months with
ChiMe after RP, even in the group without NS-RP
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group. Recently, Barski et al. (51) published the protocol of a

randomized clinical trial (NCT03864939) that is on recruitment

phase, to study the efficacy and safety of dHACM placed around

the NVB and vesicourethral anastomosis during RP in

combination with a rehabilitation training program.

ChiMe has been widely used in a variety of biomedical

applications, including peripheral nerve repair, due to its

excellent biocompatibility, biodegradability, ready availability,

and antibacterial properties (52). Porpiglia et al. conducted a

preliminary phase II study with 140 patients to apply ChiMe on

the NVBs after NS robot-assisted RP (NS-RARP) showing the

feasibility and safety of applying ChiMe on the NVBs. In this

case, all patients received a PDE5-inhibitor (Tadalafil 20 mg

twice/week) for 3 months after NS-RARP and, subsequently,

PDE5-i was continued if required. Authors found a trend

towards a faster recovery of erectile function after 6 months of

follow-up (53). Moreover, the advantage of ChiMe in terms of

potency recovery was maintained during a 12-month follow-up

period without compromising the length, the difficulty, or the

complication rate of the ‘standard’ procedure and without

compromising the short-term oncological efficacy of RP (54).

This indicates that the application of ChiMe after NS-RARPmay

serve as a valuable adjunct approach to support functional

recovery of the periprostatic NVB and its target tissue.

Table 2 summarizes the above detailed studies.
A future insight

Some groups have done recent research showing promising

results on new ways of nerve restoring. Yonesi et al. (55) showed

the properties of silk fibroin successfully used for nerve restoration

in a variety of applications, including neurodegenerative diseases,

strokes, and damaged peripheral nerves. Its flexible and adaptable

biomaterial, low or null immune response, lack of cell toxicity,

inertness, and inflammatory response lower than other

biomaterials makes it one of the most appropriate for neural

scaffolding. Currently, part of this group is trying to apply silk

fibroin-based fibers, and graphene as supporting material for

NVBs regeneration after RP.

Other study groups have shown encouraging results on

different approaches to ED in animals that might be seen in

human clinical trials in the next few years. Gu et al. (56) used

Human Placental Stem Cells in a pelvic neurovascular injury rat

model showing that this therapy effectively restores the erectile

tissue and function in this animal model. Ghatak K et al. (57)

demonstrated that Dickkopf2, which is a secreted protein that

acts enhancing endothelial cell migration, is reported to promote

mature and stable blood vessel formation, rescues erectile

function by enhancing neurovascular regeneration in mouse

model of cavernous nerve injury. Recently, the same group

experimented with Pericyte-Derived Extracellular Vesicle-

Mimetic nanovesicles in rats with cavernous nerve injury
Frontiers in Urology 06
proving significantly improved erectile function by enhancing

neurovascular regeneration (58).

Good outcomes when proving some new substances in vitro

have been described. Weyne et al. (59) demonstrated that

Galanin administration partially restores erectile function after

cavernous nerve injury in vitro. The authors affirmed that

endogenous neurotrophins such as galanin could be used as a

strategy to improve EF for patients after radical prostatectomy.
Discussion

Over the last two decades, many steps have been taken

towards a better understanding of prostatic anatomy and the

surgical technique of RP. With specific regard to potency

recovery, the preservation of the neurovascular periprostatic

network is a crucial step to restore postoperative erectile

function (4). However, as stated in the review performed by

Marchioni et al. (22) advances in surgery do not seem to

rebound on functional outcomes, making it necessary to apply

different treatments to recover potency after RP. In that sense,

PDE5- inhibitors used after RP have shown some benefit on

erectile function (60, 61), leading to a faster potency recovery

when associated with vacuum devices (62).

However, it should also be considered that ED after prostatic

surgery is multifactorial, deriving from both vasculogenic and

neurogenic causes. Nowadays, it is known that inflammation,

traction, and diathermy of the NVBs during RP provokes an

injury in the pelvic autonomic nerves that can range from

neuropraxia, axonotmesis and neurotmesis, as well as muscle

degeneration that can delay potency recovery (53)

Recently, the innovations made in this field have

transcended the mere technical aspects of NS surgery, focusing

on the study of biological alterations of the prostatic NVBs due

to neuropraxia induced by surgical dissection. Stem cell therapy

administered by intracavernous injections has been proved to

enhance potency after stablished post-RP ED (31–34).

Various bioengineering neuro-regenerative materials, such

as dHACM and ChiMe, have been developed to be used

intraoperatively to prevent and precociously treat post-surgical

ED. Those materials help hemostasis regulation, inflammation

remodeling, and leukocytes, platelets, fibroblasts, and vascular

smooth muscle cells recruiting. In addition, they have a pro-

regenerative effect on somatic neuronal ganglia and autonomic

neuronal ganglia proved on in-vitro and animal models (63).

Altogether have shown positive effects to shorten erectile

function recovery after both NSRP (46, 48–53) and non-NSRP

(47, 54).

Some encouraging results regarding functional outcomes

have been demonstrated in this field. dHACM have been used

after RP in large clinical studies demonstrating earlier recovery

of potency and continence without a higher biochemical

recurrence rate (10%). Currently, the first clinical trial in this
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field is recruiting patients trying to demonstrate the efficacy and

safety of this material. Another group recently used ChiMe for

the same purpose and showed a higher potency recovery at 1 and

2 months after RP.

Nonetheless, though positive functional outcomes have been

published, a long-term oncological investigation on the use of

these materials during RP is warranted due to the absence of

published literature in this area. In addition, in the coming years,

we will probably see an explosion of clinical studies on this field

with the use of different materials, such as placental stem cells

and Galanin, to earlier restore erectile function after RP.
Conclusion

Concluding, ED after RP is an important issue that deeply

affects men’s quality of life and self-esteem. In the last years,

efforts have been focused on enhancing function recovery after

RP and preventing the appearance of an established ED. Despite

the limitations of this narrative review to properly sum up all the

available evidence, it seems that tissue engineering applied

during the surgery is showing promising results. However, this

is an investigational field that is beginning but with a long way

to go.
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